My Coronavirus Social Story
Sometimes people get sick.
When someone gets sick, it is because of germs. Germs are tiny and live on all things.
There is a new sickness called Coronavirus
These germs spread easily.
If a bad germ sticks on me, I can get sick.
I need to wash my hands a lot so that I can stay healthy.
When I wash my hands I can sing “Happy Birthday,” “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,” or count to 20.
This will make sure my hands stay clean and I stay healthy.
In order to limit the spread of germs, my day program, school or work may be cancelled.
If my day program, school or work is cancelled, it will be cleaned to get rid of all the germs.
While they are cleaning, I will stay home.
I will stay safe and healthy at home.
I will do fun things while I am at home.
I can play games, watch movies, do art projects, organize my room, go for walks outside or cook a new recipe!
My family, staff and friends want me to stay healthy and safe.
The end.